EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT
there is one odd thing about Prohibition—and only one;
it is no longer " news/' Gangsters are " news" ; " slush-
funds " (the elegant term by which the less mentionable
portion of the party-funds is known) are " news"; im-
proper plays become, if raided, " news," But the Eight-
eenth Amendment is viewed with cold indifference by sub-
editors and the many-headed clientele for which they cater.
Interviewers assail the arriving visitor for his impressions
of the war-debts, Mr. Kellogg, divorce, the films, the
President, and the Great American Novel But the one
topic on which they (and, in consequence, their interlocutor)
are mute is Prohibition, It seemed a pity, because I had
thought of something rather bright to say about it. But no
one asked me. The American mind, it seemed, was made
up on the subject, I never gathered quite distinctly in
which direction it was made up. Perhaps in both; like
those hotels which chain a corkscrew to the bathroom wall
just underneath the notice requesting visitors to assist the
management in its endeavours to enforce the law, Laodi-
cean, if you will; but hospitable, You pay your money
and you take your choice. Indeed, I am not sure whether
that cryptic invitation does not embody the present attitude
of the United States to the Eighteenth Amendment,
There is a good deal to be said for that arrest of judgment.
For social experiments on such a scale can hardly be
appraised within a generation or so of their initiation. It is
a facile hallucination to credit Prohibition with the industrial
prosperity of 1927, since booms have larger causes than
slight adjustments in the habits of the working-class.
Besides, if a slump comes in 1929, will that be due to Prohi-
bition ? I am not prepared to stake the future of a bold
reform on such turns of the economic wheel, We shall
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